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 The Disappointing News 
 
Since Hurricane Sandy, federal, state, and local governments 

have made an important “de facto” policy decision without 
any debate, discussion, or national plan.   

It is this: we will attempt to hold the nation’s shorelines in 
place using whatever means possible and whatever the 
cost.  We will do this despite the undisputed scientific fact 
that sea level is rising and coastal erosion along these 
shores will only increase in the future.  We will do this even 
though it will be environmentally damaging and the costs 
will be extremely high with never-ending expenditures. 

 
 

 



President’s Sandy Task Force 

1) Align federal funding with local rebuilding visions. 
2) Cut red tape and get assistance to families, 

businesses, and communities efficiently and 
effectively, with maximum accountability. 

3) Coordinate the efforts of the Federal, State, and local 
governments, with a region-wide approach to 
rebuilding. 

4) Ensure the region is rebuilt in a way that makes it 
more resilient – that is, better able to withstand 
future storms and other risks posed by a changing 
climate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 













Nourishment in GSAA States: 
 

• Total Nourishment (1939-present): 
– 425 million cubic yards of sand, costing > $3.1 billion 

• 800 episodes of nourishment 
• 310 Empire State Buildings 
• 160 GA Domes 

 
These are underestimates! 



425 million cubic yards of sand  at a cost of  > $3.1 billion  
 

Cover GSAA beaches 
2 feet thick in sand 

 
*1760 miles, 600 ft beach width

  

Cover GSAA beaches 
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*1760 miles, 600 ft beach width
  



Carolina Beach 
30 episodes: $76,267,697 

 Folly Beach 
17 episodes: $92,742,108 

Palm Beach 
17 episodes: $60,783,374 

Wrightsville Beach 
24 episodes: $55,935,576 

800 episodes total 

• Never-ending commitment-- $$$ 
• Repeated continuously  
• Costs only going to rise 
• Who benefits, who should pay? 
• Short term solution 

 

Beach Nourishment Issues 



Beach Nourishment Issues 
• Temporary wide beach 

can give a false sense of 
stability 
 

• Federally funded beach & 
dune building projects 
encourage development 
& rebuilding 
 

Long Branch, NJ 



Early 2013

Late 2013/Early 2014



Beach Nourishment  
Environmental Impacts 

• Borrow area impacts 
• Disposal area (burial, turbidity, redistribution) 
• Cascade up from intertidal invertebrates to foraging 

shorebirds, fisheries, etc. 
• Cumulative impacts (temporal and spatial)!!! 

– NEPA requirements are being ignored 

 
300 more times

800
episodes



800 episodes 



800 episodes 





Research Needs 

• Map all projects: add more 
complete geospatial 
component  to database 

• Map remaining natural, 
un-engineered beaches 

• Document physical habitat 
difference 

• Comparative ecological 
studies 



Planning Needs & Questions 

• Address resiliency 
– By holding the shoreline in place forever?  

• Discuss & make a plan for GSAA states 
– Are we going to nourish every beach, indefinitely? 
– Are we going to preserve any remaining non-nourished 

beaches? 
– How do we continue to pay for these projects (as costs rise)? 
– How do we manage this (limited) sand resource? 
– Other ways to be more resilient? 

 



“Considering all proposed and existing disposal and nourishment impacts throughout the ocean 
beaches of North Carolina, a significant portion of the shoreline will have beach placement 
activities in the foreseeable future, likely resulting in time and space crowded perturbations. 
However, recognizing the funding constraints to complete all authorized and/or permitted 
activities, the availability of dredging equipment, etc.; it is very unlikely that all of these 
proposed projects would ever be constructed all at once. Therefore, though time and space 
crowded perturbations are expected in the reasonably foreseeable future, assuming each 
project adheres to project related impact avoidance measures, it is likely that adjacent un-
impacted and/or recovered portions of beach will be available to support dependent species 
(i.e. surf zone fish, shore birds, etc.) and facilitate recovery of individual project sites to pre-
project conditions”
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